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1 Parking area
2 Entrance
3  Festival yard
4  Kitchen
5       Local food restaurant
6 Pointview area
7 Exhibition
8  Panoramaview 
9  Outdoor campfire
10 Logging area
11 Souvenir shop
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Section 1-1’

Concept & Analysis

Location site at La Pan Tan, Yen Bai, Vietnam
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1.The Mu Cang Chai rice terrace fields. 2. Offset the contour of terrace. 3. Build up more rice terrace fields on top.

1. Create a complex accomodation center 2. Create an exhibition, restaurant, logging... 
inside.

3. More terrace interior and the panorama 
frame.
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Section 2-2’
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 Vietnam is by far one of the most extraordinary places 
in South-East Asia with a unique rural landscape. And thus Mu 
Cang Chai from Yen Bai is considered as never seen before in 
a rural landscape with green topology. Rice Terrace has been 
recognized as one of the unique landscapes of Vietnam. It was 
especially established by the ethnic Hmong of Vietnam before 
any modern tool was created. Nowadays, this region has attract-
ed both domestic and international tourists around the globe 
thus its potential is unlimited. Despite being an attractive place 

for tourism, Mu Cang Chai still lacks a well established place 
dedicated to the ethnic culture of its core.  That place must 
be in the supporting of the conservation of the rural land-
scape and simultaneously in harmony with the astonishing 
culture.
 In order to cope with these criteria of being a place of 
non-destructive nature, The Mu Cang Chai accommodation is 
created. Not only, the structure is fairly synchronized with the 
scenery but also in the edge of sophisticated “camouflage”. 

MU CANG CHAI
ACCOMMODATION CENTER

Hidden inside the rice field terrace, is a complex of exhibition, local food 
restaurant, logging area and souvenir shop. 
 Imagining not only being on the top of the rice field terrace but 
covered by the rice field topology, this accommodation created the feel-
ing of being inside one of the oldest yet famous landscapes of Vietnam. 
With the activities like: Camping and festival yard, panorama view are 
bringing the tourist closer than ever to the nature and Vietnamese cul-
ture.


